In order to determine to what extent the terminal arbors of phylogenetically and functionally distant axons are constructed according to common rules, we have compared visual callosal axons in cats (CCC axons) with thalamocortical axons to the whisker representation in mice (MTC axons). Both similarities and differences were found. Maximal order of branching, branching angles, topological distribution of branches and boutons are similar for all axons, indicating strong constraints in arbor formation. CCC and MTC axons are indistinguishable for total arbor length and number of branches, although these parameters can vary across individual axons of each group. MTC axons have longer and bouton-richer end-branches (the 'transmission compartment') while, in CCC axons, proximal, boutonless branches (the 'conduction compartment') predominate. Therefore, the two classes of axons appear to be specialized for performing different types of operations, in agreement with the available electrophysiological data and computer simulations. Differences in the length of branches were also observed between MTC axons of normal and 'barrelless' mice, suggesting that this parameter can be regulated by conditions at the terminal sites.
Introduction
The cytoplasmic polarization common to many cell types attains in neurons an extreme degree, with the elaboration of two sets of highly ramified processes, the dendritic and the axonal arbors. These sets of processes differ in their morphological, molecular and electrophysiological properties, all of which are incompletely understood, especially in axons. Indeed, until recently, adequate techniques for axonal visualization, reconstruction and analysis were lacking.
In cerebral cortex, the results obtained with the techniques now available (e.g. Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Freund et al., 1985; Florence and Casagrande, 1987; Rock land and Virga, 1989, 1990; Rockland, 1992a,b; Antonini and Stryker, 1993; Houzel et al., 1994; Welker et al., 1996) have revealed amazingly complex and diverse axonal terminal arbors. However, while the light-microscopic typology of dendritic arbors has been well established, beginning with the work of Cajal ( /1972a , that of axonal terminal arbors is uncharted, with a few exceptions. Recently, three prototypical axonal morphologies were identified in cerebral cortex, and the notion of morphological axonal phenotype was introduced Innocenti, 1995) . The latter is defined by an open-ended set of properties of axonal terminal arbors, in particular the caliber and length of branches, as well as the number and spatial distribution of synaptic boutons. These properties allow an axon to drive multiple targets with specific spatial distributions, timing and input strength. Axons, therefore, accomplish spatialtemporal transformations, and differential amplification of the activity of their parent cell bodies, i.e. they perform operations of a computational kind (for a definition of computation, see Churchland and Sejnowski, 1992) , determined to a large extent by their morphological phenotypes. In the case of callosal axons, and generally of corticocortical axons, these operations might be relevant for associative functions, in particular the 'binding by synchrony' Singer, 1995) . Abnormalities in the morphology of corticocortical axons could profoundly disturb such functions, and could be a common trait of several neurological and psychiatric disorders including schizophrenia (discussed in Parnas et al., 1996) .
Thus, it seems important to understand how axons differ in their morphological phenotype. This, in turn, might allow one to deduce which aspects of their differentiation are due to general and possibly rigid, cell-autonomous developmental 'programs', which can be genetically or epigenetically modulated, and how axons differ in their computational properties.
The present paper addresses the above issues. A number of morphological parameters were selected in order to characterize the terminal arbors of callosal axons interconnecting the visual areas of the cat, and of thalamocortical axons to the representation of mystacial vibrissae in SI, in two strains of mice which differ in the cytoarchitectonic organization of this area (see below). We expected that the analysis of phylogenetically and functionally distant axons would exaggerate the diversity of phenotypes. By the same token, similarities between axons would highlight the existence of widespread, intrinsic determinants of axonal structure in development. Furthermore, the role of local, 'epigenetic', conditions in axonal differentiation could be inferred from the study of the same thalamocortical axons in the two strains of mice.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Axons were anterogradely filled by extracellular, pressure-injected biocytin. They were visualized using procedures (King et al., 1989) described in detail elsewhere .
Acquisition of Morphology
The commercially available Neurolucida (Microbrightfield Inc.) computer-assisted microscope (Glaser et al., 1983; Glaser and Glaser, 1990) was used to reconstruct three-dimensionally the stained axons from stacks of serial sections. The axons are traced as a set of 5-100 µm long segments as described in detail elsewhere . We evaluated, by calibration, that the local accuracy of spatial coordinates determined with this system is at least 1 µm. Variations due to tissue shrinkage were estimated to be 35-40%, in cat callosal (CCC) and in mouse thalamocortical (MTC) axons F. Baechler et al., unpublished) and were not compensated for. Indeed, at present we cannot assume that axons shrink homogeneously, if at all. Nevertheless, we assume that shrinkage should apply identically to CCC and MTC axons.
Reconstruction files were exported to an enhanced version of the Maxsim software (Tettoni et al., 1996) , which also performs a routine test of a number of common reconstruction errors. . For all branching parameters, bifurcations having a daughter end-branch <5 µm were ignored.
Concerning branching angles, three 'direction vectors' were computed (Fig. 3A,B) . These originated at the bifurcation and terminated at 'via' points located on the branches at a curvilinear distance l0 = 3 µm, from the point of bifurcation. This computation averages the direction of the emerging branches (over l0) and therefore reduces the error caused by distortions of the axon near the point of bifurcation. However, in most cases, branches remain straight over distances >l0. Increasing l0 to 10 µm does not affect notably the results.
The algorithm for measuring distances between boutons scans all boutons and uses a retrograde search of the closest bouton, extending across bifurcations when necessary (Fig. 3C) . The curvilinear distance thus measured is the sum of the lengths of the consecutive segments traced at acquisition. Frequency histograms of this parameter were computed for each axon. These histograms are extremely skewed, with a peak on the left and a long tail extending towards large inter-bouton distances. Therefore the statistical parameters chosen to describe these distributions were the medians, computed on all the sample, and the modes. Welker et al., 1996) . In all figures individual axons are identified with the codes (letters and numbers) used in the original papers where most of the axons are illustrated. The insets situate the arbors within their regions of termination (dorsal is up, lateral to the right); close-ups have been rotated.
Statistics
Values of parameters were calculated separately for individual CCC, BRL and NOR axons. Certain parameters (arbor length, numbers of branches and of boutons, maximal order of branches) result in a single value per axon. The remaining parameters result in distributions of values that were characterized by mean or, depending on their skewness, by median (angles of branching and length of branches) or mode (distances between boutons). The individual values of parameters were pooled per group of axons and the means, standard deviations and range of variation were extracted. The significance of differences between group means were statistically tested using a two-sample Student's t-test, accepting unequal variance. The significance level for statistical differences was set to P = 0.05.
Results
Afferent Cortical Axons have Different Terminal Arbors
We analyzed a set of 39 axons. Twenty-two were callosal axons from adult cats (CCC) and 17 were thalamocortical axons from adult mice (MTC). The latter came from two strains of mice, i.e. eight axons from a strain (NOR), with normal 'barrels' in layer IV of the somatosensory cortex (Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970) and the remaining nine from a 'barrelless' strain (BRL) (Welker et al., 1996) . CCC axons originated near the border between the visual areas 17 and 18, and terminated in the contralateral hemisphere either in homotopic areas (n = 19), or in extrastriate areas 19, 21a or LS (n = 3). MTC axons originated in the ventrobasal thalamic nucleus, in the representation of mystacial vibrissae, and terminated in the corresponding part of area SI.
The axons included in this study are described in detail elsewhere Welker et al., 1996) . However, some of their characteristic features and obvious qualitative differences are exemplified in Figure 1 . The most striking differences concern the distribution of terminal arbors. Certain arbors, in particular some from CCC axons, were very widely distributed, but others, in particular some from MTC axons, were narrowly distributed (cf. in Fig. 1, A with B or D, and E with F). Furthermore the majority of CCC axons formed multiple distinct clusters of branches called 'terminal columns' over an extended territory, whereas thalamic axons did not. Callosal axons terminated mainly in supragranular layers, and thalamic axons in granular layers as well as in layer VI. Finally, they differed in the local density of terminal branches both within and across classes (cf. in Figure 1 , B with D, and E with F).
Definition of Axonal Parameters
An analysis aiming at a quantitative description of axonal terminal arbors requires, as for dendritic arbors, a precise terminology, the definition of appropriate parameters, and a system of topological ordering. Here we use the terminology of Houzel et al. (1994) . As to the ordering system, it turned out to be fundamental to subdivide terminal arbors in a 'conduction compartment' which propagates the action potential from the cell body to the synaptic boutons and a 'transmission compartment' which contains the synaptic boutons (see Discussion). The centrifugal ordering most commonly used for dendrites does not capture the two compartments because the pre-terminal branches (those which carry synaptic boutons, as in Houzel et al., 1994) can acquire any order. The centripetal ordering (Uylings et al., 1989;  Fig. 2A ) does capture the difference between the two compartments, since the branches without further bifurcation (end-branches) acquire order 0; however, their parents, which often also carry boutons, can acquire different orders. Therefore we introduced the apparently new 'terminal distance ordering' in which the order is determined centripetally by the distance from the closest branch of order 0 (Fig. 2B) . The results reported were obtained with this method, unless stated otherwise.
A set of morphometric parameters was defined (Table 1) . Parameters can be classified in three groups, respectively related to whole terminal arbor, branching properties and distribution of boutons. The latter, presumably presynaptic endings, are swellings along a branch or at the tip of a short connecting stalk . Figure 3 shows the definitions of branching angles and of the curvilinear distance between boutons.
Values of parameters were calculated separately for individual axons and the differences between CCC, NOR and BRL axons were statistically tested with two-sample comparisons (see Materials and Methods) . Mean values per group and significance levels between group differences are reported below. Values for BRL and NOR axons are presented separately only when significantly different or nearly so; otherwise the data will be pooled as MTC axons.
Whole Arbor Parameters
Total arbor length, and numbers of branches and of boutons were estimated (Table 2) .
Total arbor length was measured from the first bifurcation. Unexpectedly, it shows no significant difference (P = 0.25) between MTC and CCC axons (21.1 versus 25.9 mm, with maximal arbor lengths of 45 and 52 mm respectively). The interindividual variability is high, especially for CCC axons. In (Uylings et al., 1989) at each bifurcation the order of the parent branch equals the highest order of the daughter branches, plus one. (B) according to terminal distance ordering, at each bifurcation the order of the parent branch equals the lowest order of the daughter branches, plus one. Notice that they differ in their assignment of orders of branching points (circled numbers) and branches (in italic). Figure 3A ,B Bouton order topological order (Fig. 2 ) of each bouton Inter-bouton spacing distance between consecutive boutons, see Figure 3C mice, the BRL axons tend to have longer arbors than the NOR ones, although the difference is nonsignificant (P = 0.16). The number of branches is also similar between MTC and CCC axons (213 versus 232; P > 0.5), but with large interindividual variations, particularly among the latter.
The total number of boutons varies across individual axons and even more between different classes. MTC axons have about five times more boutons than CCC axons (∼1500 versus 300; P < 0.01).
In conclusion, CCC and MTC axons in our sample are similar in arbor size and extent of branching although the MTC axons have many more boutons. This difference may be functionally significant, as discussed below.
Branching Properties
In order to characterize the branching pattern of terminal arbors, irrespective of arbor size, length and number of branches, we computed the relative frequencies and lengths of branches as a function of their topological order. Angles of branching were also measured (Table 2) .
Both centripetal and terminal distance ordering systems assign order 0 to half of the branches but they differ in the assignment of higher orders (Fig. 2) . Using terminal distance, CCC axons acquire 36% first-order branches (35% in MTC), and 14% higher-order branches (15% in MTC). The highest order is 4 in CCC axons (3 in MTC) with minimal interindividual differences (range 2-4), indicating that no branch is farther than four bifurcations from an end-branch. The similarity between the two classes of axons is maintained with the centripetal ordering system (not shown in Table 2 ), CCC and MTC axons showing similar ratios of first order (14 ± 2% versus 16 ± 1% SD) and of higher order (36 ± 3% versus 34 ± 2% SD) branches.
Although the two classes of arbors (CCC and MTC) share a similar topological organization, they are differently proportioned. Table 2 and Figure 4 show that in CCC axons the length of branches increases from distal to proximal. In contrast, in MTC axons the length of branches decreases from distal to proximal; this also applies separately to the NOR and BRL strains of mice but with higher variability in the latter. Statistical evaluation of the data shows that branches of order 0 are significantly shorter (P ≤ 0.01) in CCC than MTC axons either of the BRL or of the NOR strains. Within each group, branches of order 0 are also significantly different from those of order 1 (P ≤ 0.04). The differences between CCC and MTC axons are not significant for higher-order branches. This is due to the fact that branches of order 1 and 2 are significantly longer in BRL than in NOR axons (P ≤ 0.03), approaching those of CCC axons. These fundamental differences in the geometry of CCC and MTC axons remain when the arbors are analyzed with the centripetal ordering system (not shown).
All branches, in both CCC and MTC axons, originated at bifurcations and no trifurcations were obser ved. At each bifurcation, three angles of branching (Fig. 3A,B) were measured. The frequency distributions of angle values were computed for each axon and were statistically described by their medians. Both the distributions and the medians vary only moderately across individual axons, and do not distinguish the different classes (Fig. 5) . The average axial angle is 33°in CCC axons and 35°in MTC axons (P = 0.28). The lateral angle is much larger, similarly in the two classes (respectively, 71°and 72°; P > 0.5) ( Table 2) .
Measured between both daughter branches, the aperture angle was also computed at each bifurcation. It can be either larger or smaller than the lateral angle. In the first case, the branching is heterolateral ('Y-like', or in opposite directions); in the second case, branching is homolateral (i.e. in the same direction) (Fig. 3B) . We found that the distribution of apertureand lateral angles are similar, indicating no bias in the mode of branching.
In conclusion, the topology of terminal arbors and the angles of branching show small variations across individual axons and this might have implications for how the arbor develops, as discussed below. In contrast, axons show considerable freedom in the direction of branching (see legend to Fig. 3 ). The length of branches varies characteristically with order for the different classes of axons.
Distribution of Boutons
The distribution of boutons was studied with respect to branching order and inter-bouton spacing.
In CCC axons, 71% of the boutons are located on endbranches, 24% on branches of order 1, and 5% on branches of order 2. In MTC axons, the distribution is 76, 22 and 2% (Table  2 ). In both classes individual variations are minimal. Interestingly, this constant distribution of boutons occurs in spite of differently proportioned arbors. In fact, in CCC axons, end-branches represent only 33% of the total arbor length (59% in MTC axons). Together, branches of order 0 and 1 represent only 70% of the total arbor length in CCC axons but carry 95% of For each bifurcation the angles between the axis of the parent branch and each of the daughters were measured. The smallest of the two is the axial angle, the other the lateral angle. The respective (axial and lateral) branches can be idealized as lying on the surface of two cones of different aperture both having the parent branch as their axis; directions of branches are independent of each other. Relative to the common axis of the cones, the branches are antipodal in (A), on the same side in (B). In the first mode (heterolateral branching), the aperture angle is larger than the lateral angle; in the second (homolateral branching), it is smaller than the lateral angle. Notice that this flexibility in the branching provides a high degree of freedom in the spatial distribution of the arbors. (C) The curvilinear distance between consecutive boutons is measured along the axon; in the case of bifurcations, two or more distances are measured as indicated by arrows in this example.
the boutons, while in MTC axons, they represent 83% of the total arbor and carry 98% of the boutons. It should be mentioned that both CCC and MTC axons bear 'en passant' boutons (swellings along an axonal branch) and 'terminal' boutons (swellings at the end of a short connecting stalk). 'En passant boutons' are more frequent in CCC axons (30.4 ±13% SD; eight axons examined) than in MTC axons (2 ± 1% SD; 17 axons).
Boutonless branches are more frequent in CCC axons (49% versus 21% in MTC axons) where they also represent a much larger fraction of the whole terminal arbor (56% versus 14% in MTC axons). In both species we found boutonless end-branches; their length is not different from that of other end-branches.
Frequency histograms of the curvilinear distances between neighboring boutons show, for all axons, a characteristically skewed distribution (Fig. 6) . In order to analyze the distributions, the left and most conspicuous part of each histogram was fitted with a function (see Materials and Methods). The modes of the distributions were approximated by the maxima of the Table 2 Values of parameters for CCC and MTC axons (as a whole and subdivided in the groups NOR and BRL) Parameter CCC axons (n = 22) MTC axons (n = 17) NOR axons (n = 8) BRL axons (n = 9)
Arbor length (mm) 25.9 ± 16.4 (2.2-51.8) 21.1 ± 9.1 (8-45.3) 17.8 ± 7.9 (8-29.8) 24 ± 9.4 (10. Maximal order of branches 3 ± 1 (2-4) 3 ± 0 (3-3) 3 ± 0 (3-3) 3 ± 0 (3-3) % branches of order 0 50 50 50 50 % branches of order 1 36 ± 2 (34-40) 35 ± 1 (32-37) 35 ± 1 (32-36) 35 ± 1 (33-37) % branches of order 2 11 ± 1 (9-13) 12 ± 1 (10-15) 13 ± 1 (11-13) 12 ± 1 (10-15) % branches of order >2 1 ± 1 (0-4) 2 ± 1 (1-4) 2 ± 1 (1-4) 2 ± 0 (1-3) 5 ± 4 (0-15) 2 ± 1 (1-3) 2 ± 1 (1-3) 2 ± 1 (1-3) Distance between boutons (µm) 4.3 ± 2.1 (1.7-10.1) 4.6 ± 0.6 (3.9-6.1) 4.7 ± 0.7 (3.9-6.1) 4.5 ± 0.4 (4.0-5.3) % number of boutonless branches 49 ± 12 (28-79) 21 ± 5 (11-30) 22 ± 5 (15-30) 21 ± 6 (11-29) % length of boutonless branches 56 ± 15 (25-81) 14 ± 5 (7-22) 12 ± 4 (7-18) 16 ± 6 (7-22)
For each value, the mean, SD and range (in parenthesis) are indicated. Parameters expressed as a percentage are means from individual axons (100% = total per axon); in particular, % length of branches of a given order expresses the fraction of total arbor length contributed by that order. functions. These are not different between CCC and MTC axons (4.3 versus 4.6 µm; P = 0.48; Table 2 ). The individual variability is small. With the exception of three axons, the whole population falls between modes of 2 and 6 µm. However, MTC axons show a higher density of boutons, as measured by the median of the distribution (9 versus 14 µm for CCC axons). This is due to the fact that CCC axons have a higher proportion of large inter-bouton distances.
In conclusion, the strikingly larger number of boutons in MTC axons seems to be due to their higher proportion of boutonbearing branches, and longer end-branches. The distance between neighboring boutons appears to obey similar principles in all axons, but there is a tendency towards a higher density of boutons in MTC than in CCC axons.
Discussion
This study had two goals. The first was to identify differences and similarities in the morphological phenotype of two classes of cortical axons, and consequently in their computational properties. The second was to deduce how rigidly programmed these axons might be in their differentiation. We analyzed axons engaged in different types of connections, in different sensory systems and in phylogenetically distant species, using identical histological and morphometric techniques. This approach was intended to maximize the differences and to emphasize the similarities in the construction of the arbors.
Since probably no tracer technique can visualize all the existing connectivity, variations in the completeness of filling and visualization might have introduced spurious differences and/or similarities among axons. This concern applies to the finding that MTC axons establish about five times more boutons, hence probably synapses, than CCC axons. Nevertheless, this finding is unlikely to be due to incomplete filling of CCC axons. First, comparable morphological differences between thalamocortical and corticocortical axons seem to exist in the visual cortex of the monkey (Rockland, 1994) . Indeed, on two axons from the parvocellular division of the lateral geniculate nucleus, 1520 and 1380 boutons were counted (Freund et al., 1989) . This is very similar to the average value of 1450 boutons that we found for MTC axons. On corticocortical visual axons, fewer boutons were counted in the monkey, i.e. between 200-400 and 600-1000 boutons on feedforward axons (Rockland, 1992b ; Figure 5 . Angles of branching for the axial and lateral branches in CCC and MTC axons. Angles are in degrees, relative to the direction of the parent branch (see Fig. 3A,B) . The median values of the distributions are indicated by segments, their deviations by the lengths of the rectangles (open for axial angle, filled for lateral angle). 'X's represent the means. Individual axons are denoted by code numbers and letters; the number of bifurcations measured is in parenthesis. Table 2 for results. Rockland and Virga, 1990) , and between 164 and 644 boutons on feedback axons from V2 to V1 (Rock land, 1994) . These values are close to that of 300 boutons, that we found, on average, in CCC axons. Second, individual CCC axons show up to ∼2000 boutons in development (Aggoun-Zouaoui et al., 1996) . Therefore, the low counts in the adult are probably the consequence of regressive events at the time of synaptic elimination (Aggoun-Zouaoui et al., 1996) , rather than incomplete filling. Finally, there appear to be electrophysiological correlates to the different number of boutons found in CCC and MTC axons, as further discussed below.
The considerations above do not exclude the possibility that some of the axons we studied may have been incompletely filled or reconstructed. However, parameters measuring the geometry of branching and the distribution of boutons, i.e. most of the parameters used, are independent of arbor size, and should not, therefore, be affected by its incomplete visualization. Instead, whole arbor parameters have to be interpreted more prudently.
Constant Axonal Parameters Suggest Developmental Constraints
A striking finding of this study is that several parameters are nearly identical in the phylogenetically and functionally distant MTC and CCC axons. Moreover, several of these parameters vary minimally even among individual axons. The constant parameters relate to the topological organization, in a broad sense, of the arbors. They are the maximal order of branching, the distribution of branches of different orders, the angles of branching and the distribution of boutons.
The maximal order of branches was found to be 3 for almost all axons, using the terminal distance ordering, i.e. only exceptionally is a branch further than three bifurcations from the closest end-branch. With many axons having >100 end-branches, one would have expected a maximal ordering of at least 7 (2 7 = 128), had the arbor been well balanced, i.e. with two sub-trees of equal complexity emerging from each bifurcation. Conversely, one would have expected a maximal ordering of 1 with a linear arbor (Fig. 7) . It turns out that the axons branch between these two extremes. Furthermore, the relative number of branches of different orders was similar across classes of axons and individual axons, irrespective of the ordering system. Similarities in axonal branching patterns were noticed in two types of inhibitory interneurons terminating on the Mauthner cell of the goldfish, and the concept was generalized to other axon types in the literature (Triller and Korn, 1986) . The most remarkable finding was an invariant linear relation between the mean (or maximal) centrifugal order in an arbor and the logarithm of the number of end-branches. This relation showed, as in the present study, that axons are neither totally balanced nor linear. Unfortunately, methodological differences concerning the ordering systems and the subpartitioning of arbors prevent a more direct comparison between the two studies.
Constancy in the pattern of branching may be due either to constraints in the formation of the branches or to selective elimination of branches in development. It is not possible from this study to decide between these two possibilities; ad hoc analysis of developing axons is required.
Across our whole axonal population, angles of branching characteristically fall within two distributions with constant statistical parameters. As shown in Figure 5 , at each bifurcation, the axial branch tends to follow the direction of the parent, while the lateral branch deviates with an angle of ∼72°. This pattern of branching was also found, at younger ages, in callosal axons with branches restricted to the white matter and therefore in a different cellular environment than the axons studied here (Innocenti and Tettoni, 1997) . Therefore, this branching pattern appears to ref lect a growth mode intrinsic to the axon, possibly an 'interstitial' branching (O'Leary and Terashima, 1988 ) not only at the stage of cortical ingrowth (discussed in Catalano et al., 1996) but throughout the formation of the arbor. Presumably, the axial branch ref lects the trajectory of elongation of its parent, while the lateral branch appears later, by interstitial budding. The lateral branching angle may be constrained by the properties of the cytoskeleton. A similar pattern was observed in tissue cultures by Yu et al. (1994) who also noticed that dendrites tend to branch at more acute angles. They suggested that this may be due to a different rigidity of microtubules in the two sets of processes, caused by the different composition of microtubule-associated proteins.
Finally, in all axons, boutons are predominantly distributed in branches of order 0 or 1, and in constant ratios, despite the fact that in MTC and CCC axons these branches represent a different fraction of the total arbor. This selective distribution of boutons justifies our view that axons consist of two compartments, one specialized for conduction of action potentials, the other for neurotransmission (although, of course, it also conducts the action potentials). These two compartments presumably differ in their molecular composition. The transmission compartment consists of thin branches containing the molecular machinery for synaptic functions. Instead, the conduction compartment more often consists of medium or large caliber, probably myelinated branches , which suggests a different cytoskeletal composition. Branches of order 0 or 1 can be at any topological distance from the origin of the terminal arbor. Therefore the molecules characteristic of the two compartments are presumably sorted out according to proximity to the target, possibly by interactions with the latter, rather than based on distance from the cell body. Nevertheless, boutonless end-branches were found in both CCC and MTC axons. These might be branches that partially regressed in normal development (Aggoun-Zouaoui and Innocenti, 1994; Aggoun-Zouaoui et al., 1996) or that have remained in an immature state. It is tempting to speculate that these branches might sprout new collaterals or boutons under appropriate conditions at their targets, for example following peripheral denervation (DarianSmith and Gilbert, 1994) .
In addition, boutons are similarly spaced in all axons. However, CCC axons more frequently have large inter-bouton distances, the consequence of bouton elimination in development (Aggoun-Zouaoui et al., 1996) .
The existence of several constant morphological parameters across individual axons of different classes, and in different systems and species, was unexpected. Indeed, the importance of local environmental factors in directing axonal growth (Goodman, 1996) seemed to imply that axons would display an extremely high degree of freedom in all their morphological parameters. This is not the case. Strong, presumably cellintrinsic constraints appear to restrict several aspects of axonal phenotype, at least in cerebral cortex.
Variable Parameters Determine Computationally Different Axonal Phenotypes
Several morphological parameters display a high degree of variability across axons. These are the total arbor length, number of branches and boutons, direction of branching, and length of branches.
It should be noticed that although the angle of branching is constrained, the direction of branching appears to be free. In fact, at each bifurcation, the direction of branches can vary between homolaterality and heterolaterality, within a threedimensional space (Fig. 3A,B) . Furthermore, inspection of the arbors shows that the branches do not necessarily keep the direction taken at their branching point. Therefore, differences in the overall distribution of arbors, such as those noticed by Jensen and Killackey (1987) in different parts of the barrel field can emerge in spite of the constraints imposed at the sites of branching.
The parameters mentioned above appear to be responsible for three computational properties (defined in the Introduction) of axons. The direction of branches, as well as their length and number determine the distribution of terminal arbors, hence of synapses, within the cortical volume, essentially a mapping operation. The number of boutons presumably determines an axon's input strength, i.e. its efficacy in driving its targets (see also below). Finally, the length of branches is crucial for the timing of target activation (discussed in Innocenti et al., 1994) .
The great variety of axonal phenotypes in the cerebral cortex provides ways of testing the above-mentioned relations between phenotype and computational properties of axons.
Among the variable axonal parameters, number of boutons and length of branches of different orders differentiate MTC from CCC axons, as summarized in Figure 7 . Indeed, MTC axons have nearly five times more boutons than CCC axons. They also have longer end-branches, and the length of branches tends to decrease with increasing order. In addition to a lower number of boutons, CCC axons have shorter end-branches and the length of the branches tends to increase with order. Branches with and without boutons represented 86 and 14% of total arbor length respectively, in MTC axons, 44 and 56% in CCC axons. It should be noticed that the distance between boutons is only slightly smaller in MTC than in CCC axons. There might be constraints expression of cell-intrinsic genetic differences between systems and/or species. However, two observations suggest that this is not entirely the case. First, as mentioned above, the low number of boutons in CCC axons is the consequence of regressive developmental events, affected by epigenetic conditions, in particular by activity. Second, it is not only CCC and MTC axons that differ in the length of branches but also BRL and NOR axons, suggesting that the local factors which control the formation of barrels (Killackey et al., 1995) might also regulate the growth of terminal arbors of MTC axons.
